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PRÓIS® TAKES INNOVATION TO THE EXTREME WITH THE NEW PRÓIS XTREME™ JACKET 

Keep Warm And Dry While On The Hunt Even In Mother Nature’s Coldest Conditions  
 

Extreme hunters require the most extreme gear to keep up with the rigors of their hunt.  That’s why the experts at  

Próis® Hunting Apparel have stormed into the industry with yet another piece of high-performance gear that allows 
the most intrepid female hunters to brave the elements in warmth and comfort.   

Chilly hunting trips are a welcome adventure with the new Próis Xtreme Jacket™.  Constructed with a 100%  

polyester 8000/5000 waterproof, breathable fabric, the jacket is soft and silent to keep your position secret while  

you remain in total comfort.  Insulated with 200 Gram 3M Thinsulate, and lined with 100% nylon tricot, hunters are  

kept warm and toasty with ease of movement and layering capabilities.  The Próis Xtreme Jacket comes with deep 

chest and hand pockets to hold vital equipment and to keep hands nice and warm, while the innovative inner  

lycra-blend sleeves ensure the hunter stays dry.  Built-in thumbholes are strategically designed into the cuffs,  

allowing the jacket to easily move with you when in the field.  The Próis Xtreme Jacket won’t let essential heat  

escape with its adjustable drawstring at the coat hem, effectively trapping body heat in and keeping cold air out.   

Plus, this jacket also includes the new Próis Ducktail feature, giving hunters additional warmth and dryness to their 
backside by simply unsnapping the tail to provide an additional 12 inches of protection when sitting.  

Adding to the jacket’s incredible function is an innovative safety harness lead located at the base of the neck,  

allowing hunters to easily strap on and off a safety harness underneath the jacket.  And, while the harness is not  
in use, a unique flap snaps down via a quiet magnetic closure. 

Próis designs are specifically created to meet the needs of serious women hunters — every detail, from the  

incredible fit to the extremely durable, high-performance fabrics and styles anticipate the extreme conditions faced  

in the field.  This unique jacket comes in Realtree AP HD® and Advantage Max-1 HD® in sizes from XS through XL  

— so a wide range of hunters can fit into them, and fade into the background for the perfect shot.  The Próis  
Xtreme Jacket, like all Próis gear, is proudly manufactured in the U.S.A. 

 

Contact:  Jonina Costello / jcostello@full-throttlecom.com 
  Jason Bear / jbear@full-throttlecom.com 
  Phone: (805) 529-3700 



For more information about the Próis Xtreme Jacket or any of Próis’ innovative line of serious, high-performance  

hunting apparel for women, contact: Próis Hunting Apparel, 28001-B US Highway 50, Gunnison, CO 81230 ·  
Telephone: (970) 641-3355 · Or visit www.proishunting.com. 

 
Editor’s Note: For hi-res images and releases, please visit our online Press Room at www.full-throttlecommunications.com 


